aVP

Advanced performance

striKe lines

anaconda™ — neW

diamondBacK™

With its Rough Buﬀ ﬁnish, and aggressive Activator Plus™ coverstock providing durability
and longevity of ball reaction, the Anaconda™ will rev quickly in the mid-lane with a strong
continuous backend reaction that matches up on medium to medium-oily lane conditions
for a wide range of bowling styles.

The ﬁrst ball with Activator Solid™ coverstock available at the Advanced
Performance price point. Activator Solid coverstock is a proven formula
that provides strong downlane recovery, longevity of ball reaction, and
unprecedented durability with superior resistance to cracking. This ball
is clean through the front with an aggressive move at the breakpoint.

60-105310

60-105244
inferno core

multi-sided rocKet core

The Anaconda uses an
updated version of the
original Inferno core. The
ultra low RG Inferno core
revs quickly providing
mid-lane traction control
with a strong predictable
backend motion.

This low RG core helps the ball
get into an earlier roll creating
more mid-lane recovery on
today’s high viscosity oils and
hard synthetic lane surfaces.
Pro tiP

r at t l e r ™

“The Anaconda is one of
the smoothest rolling
balls we have. This ball
has a very even arc that is
extremely controllable on
any condition.”

This low RG, multi-sided Rocket™ core, combined with original Activator™
coverstock, produces a ball reaction that is unmatched at the Advanced
Performance price point. Clean through the front with an aggressive
move at the breakpoint, the Rattler delivers amazing bang for the buck.
There isn't another ball in this class that's even close.

Pˆ˛ÿer B˙n ll

60-104976

S efani Nˆti
Pro tiP

“I use my Rattler when I need to
clear the front part of the lane,
the heads, and ﬁnish with an
aggressive backend reaction.”

Ca˛o˝yn D˙˛in-Bˆˇa˛˘

PytHon™
With a more direct line of attack on the lane, a fast revving core and
constricting power on the pins – the Python provides a secure ball
reaction at the Advanced Performance price point. For the bowler
who wants to play straighter angles with predictable power.
60-105210

adVanced
Performance

coVerstocK

factory
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HooK
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sHaPe

rg-maX

rg-min

rg-diff

rg-aVg

WeigHts

Anaconda
Diamondback
Rattler
Python

Activator™ Plus
Activator Solid
Activator
EnMotion™

 Siaair Miro Pad; Rough Buﬀ
; , Siaair Miro Pad
Rough Buﬀ; High Gloss Polish
Rough Buﬀ; High Gloss Polish
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www.BowlwithBrunswick.com

loW rg core

The Original Inferno® with an
adjusted weight distribution
between the inner and outer
core to raise the overall RG, aid
in clearing the fronts, rev in the
mid-lane and deliver a more
continuous backend motion.
Pro tiP

“This is the ﬁrst ball out of my
bag. I can tell what part of the
lane I’m going to play by throwing
it three or four times.”
www.BowlwithBrunswick.com

Typical ’ medium-oily lane condition

Pro tiP

“This ball has a smooth motion
and is very predictable down
lane. I trust it to pick up an
earlier roll and continue through
the pins without losing energy.“

S˜an Ra°

Diamondback
Anaconda
Python
Rattler


